Activities for Wetland Science (title provided or enhanced by cataloger) by unknown


Chapter I Activities10 A World in our Backyard
2. Ask the students what will happen when it rains. How will rain affect this
landscape differently from the completely impervious landscape? Spray water into
the tank, and watch how some of it runs over the surface and some of it sinks in.
The water that stays on top is called surface water, forming streams, rivers, ponds,
lakes, oceans. The water that sinks into the earth (infiltrates or percolates) is called
groundwater. As you continue spraying, water will accumulate in the air spaces
(interstices) between the gravel and sand at bottom of the tank. This body of
underground water is called an aquifer.
3. Now make a wetland. Review with the students the definition of a wetland and its
characterstics: presence of water, special hydric soils, and water-loving
hydrophytic plants. Take the small sponges, or a tightly rolled paper towel, and
place it in the lowest part of your landscape alongside the river. Place the cotton
swabs, pine needles, or other wetland plant materials in the sponge. Continue
spraying water into the tank. Get the soil really wet to create excess water running
down toward the wetland. The towel/sponge should absorb the water and
become saturated, slowing the flow to the river.
4. Introduce the functions of the wetland: 1) by holding large quantities of water, it
kept the river from flooding; 2) it slowed the velocity of water as it approached
the river, preventing the sand and soil from eroding; 3) it acted as a filter by
trapping soil from running directly into the river.
5. Now take the towel/sponge out and squeeze the water from it. This illustrates how
wetlands act like a large sink by storing water during storms and releasing it
slowly during dry spells. In this way wetlands help to maintain a more even flow
of water in our rivers, streams, ponds, and lakes, which is very important for the
plants and animals that live there.
Adapted from Water Watchers with permission from the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority.
1. Initiate a discussion about drinking water in your town. Ask students if they know
where the water comes from when they turn on the tap. If you live in a rural or
suburban area, chances are at least part your drinking water supply comes from
groundwater. If you live in an urban area, you are more likely to get water from
surface reservoirs. Call your local Water Department or Board of Health Officer for
more information.
2. Manipulate your constructed wetland model to demonstrate how human impacts
alter wetlands. See the Manipulate the Washershed Model activity in Chapter IV.
Extension











